OVERVIEW: This document is intended for the RallySprint level 1 event organizers and administrators to supplement the Driver Information RallySprint level 1 (RS1) and provide the information necessary for conducting a RallySprint level 1 event.

The RS1 Rules of the Sports Car Club of America is intended to assist in the orderly conduct of race events and to further participant and spectator safety. It is a guide and is in no way a guarantee against injury or death to participants, spectators, or others. No express or implied warranties of safety or fitness for a particular purpose shall be intended or result from publication of compliance with these rules.

USING THE RALLYSPRINT LEVEL 1 RULES: The RS1 were established to provide a framework for the RallySprint level 1 program within the RallyCross Program of the Sports Car Club of America (SCCA).

These rules shall govern any event that is sanctioned by the SCCA as a RallySprint level 1 event.

A. In areas where the RS1 conflict with other preparation rules, the RS1 takes precedence.
B. The SCCA may revise the RS1 or issue Supplements to it at any time by “Fastrack,” “Racing Bulletins,” or “Tech Bulletins” on the official SCCA website. All supplements will have a published stated date.
C. If circumstances create a situation where a rule clarification or change is found necessary to be implemented immediately, the RXB or RS1 Advisory Committee may issue a memorandum stating the change and its effective date. Those memoranda will be posted on the SCCA website or other electronic media.
D. The RS1 shall not be given a strained or tortured interpretation and shall be applied in a logical manner, keeping in mind that it cannot specifically cover all possible situations. The words “shall” or "must" (either positive or negative) are mandatory. The words "should", "recommended" or “may” are permissive. If there is a conflict between the RS1 and a Specification Book (TCS, SSS, ITCS,) the RS1 has precedence over the Specification Book.

INSURANCE: All events sanctioned by the SCCA shall be insured for Event Liability and Participant Accident coverage. Event Liability and Participant Accident coverage may be provided by the SCCA Master Insurance Plan or an equivalent policy (equivalency to be determined by the SCCA Risk Management Department).
SANCTIONS: The sanction is the documentary authority, granted by SCCA, to organize and hold a RallySprint level 1 event. An SCCA sanctioned event may be organized by the SCCA or an SCCA Region.

Every SCCA Sanction application shall be submitted on the current SCCA Sanction and Insurance Request Form, and shall be accompanied by drafts of the Entry Form, Supplementary Regulations, and the Schedule of Events. Applications should be submitted for approval forty-five (45) days prior to the scheduled date of the event. A Sanction Number and document will be issued within five (5) working days, when all requirements have been met and the application approved. Sanction Numbers will be issued via e-mail and application submission should be planned accordingly. The course must be approved by the RS1 Advisory Committee. If the course is not already approved by the RS1 Advisory Committee, Sanction application should be submitted at least two (2) months before the proposed event and shall be accompanied by a full description of the course and facilities, including a scale map.

SUPPLEMENTARY REGULATIONS: The Supplementary Regulations establish the specific conditions for an event for competitors and officials. The SCCA RS1 Advisory Committee, designate or SCCA Staff Designate shall approve the Supplementary Regulations prior to a Sanction being issued. They shall contain the following information:

- The name, location, dates, nature, and classification of the event.
- The sanction number and type of sanction for the event.
- An announcement conspicuously placed: “Held under the SCCA RallySprint level 1 Rules.”
- The name and contact information of the organizers.
- The names of the Chief Steward.
- A complete description of the proposed event.
- Times of any mandatory meetings, such as Novice, Driver’s, Officials, etc.
- Times and locations of activities and inspections.
- How registration will be handled and amount of entry fee.
- All other information necessary for the proper conduct of the event.

No changes should be made to the Supplementary Regulations, except for the schedule, event officials and/or class groupings after the beginning of the period for receiving entries unless the Chief Steward so decides for reasons of safety or forces beyond their control. All schedule changes should be approved by the Chief Steward.
**Registration:** Registration process shall contain the following:

- Full names, addresses, membership numbers, Region of Record, and license of entrants and drivers.
- Full description of cars to be entered.
- Signatures of entrants and drivers for waiver of liability and/or indemnity declarations, acknowledgment of the authority of the RS1, declaration that cars entered comply with the provisions of the RS1.
- Sanction Number assigned to the event.
- The physical ability statement, "I certify I have the ability to handle the physical and mental demands of competition for the length of a session for each session of the event."
- Emergency contact information must be included with the entry.
- Any other information required for the clarification of all other details of the event.

**ENTRIES:**

- The organizers have the right to refuse an entry at their discretion without giving a reason for refusal. If an entry for any competition is refused, notification of such refusal shall be sent to the entrant at the contact information given on the Entry Form as soon as possible.
- An entry which contains a false or incorrect statement may be determined to be null and void by the Chief Steward. The entrant may be deemed guilty of a breach of the RS1 rules, the entry fee may be forfeited, and further penalties may be imposed.

**SCHEDULES:** The official schedule for an event shall contain the following information:

- The event sanction number.
- The name of the organizer (Region).
- Name, location, and date of the event.
- Schedule of planned events.
- Times of any mandatory meetings, such as Novice, Driver’s, Officials, etc.
- Classes of cars.

**WAIVERS:** All participants (entrants, drivers, crew, workers, and guests receiving passes) shall sign the SCCA Participants Agreement (waiver of liability) prior to receiving credentials (passes). Holders of a SCCA Annual Waiver may be exempt from this requirement.

**COURSES:** Courses for RallySprint level 1 events should be chosen as to maximize exposure to a variety of car handling situations while minimizing exposure to hazards on a mostly unpaved surface.

- Course maps should be available and should be marked to indicate:
  - Passing Zones (if applicable)
  - Speed Limited areas (if applicable)
  - Any cones or temporary barriers
  - Pit or service locations along with pit in and out (if applicable)
  - Flag/Marshal, radio points and observation stations
• Flag/Marshal stations, radio points and observation points should be placed as to provide complete, continuous coverage of all parts of the course. They must be manned by at least one person. All stations must be provided with a method of communication to the Chief Steward at all times.

• Performance Rally Marshaling plan and accountability systems may be used.

The selection of any course for an event shall be subject to the approval of the SCCA. Specifically, the SCCA may:

• Restrict the number of entries which may be accepted for an event or a competition.
• Restrict the course to certain classes and categories of cars.
• Restrict the course to certain grades of drivers.
• Set forth certain areas as “safe” worker areas or restrict areas considered to be “hot”.
• Designate spectator areas.

GENERAL EVENT GUIDELINES:
• Communication signals for drivers should be reviewed before any competition commences.
• Passenger(s) may be allowed to ride with an Instructor or driver in any session during the course of an event with the approval of the Chief Steward. All passengers must sign an event waiver. It is recommended that only one person be allowed to ride at a time. The purpose of these “rides” is to educate and inform potential participants. Prior approval need not be requested in the event Supplemental Regulations. Rides can be provided on an as needed basis.
• Any seat used by any passenger shall meet the requirements for the overall RallySprint level 1 level of the event. Passenger seats with the same safety equipment as the driver seat are highly recommended. The passenger must also have protective clothing/gear, etc. as required by the RallySprint level 1 level.
• The dispatching of emergency vehicles on the track should be authorized by the Chief Steward. Dispatching procedures should be agreed on in advance by the Chief Steward, Safety Steward and emergency response personnel.
• The Medical Crew (crew staffing the on-site ambulance) should establish a primary route to the primary and secondary hospital prior to an event. The Event Organizer should confirm the availability of hospital staff and facilities.
• All emergency vehicles shall be equipped and staffed at all times while entrant cars are on course.
• The event shall be suspended if the basic life support unit or medical personnel are no longer on the premises or are unable to perform their assigned duties.
• At least one worker must be available to direct drivers on course and communicate with drivers in the pits/grid.
• If for any reason a driver is forced to stop his car on the course during an event, it should be his first duty to place his car in such a manner as to cause no danger or obstruction to
other competitors.

- For the purposes of RallySprint level 1 events, the terms Pit and Paddock or service are interchangeable, and are defined as the area reserved for the parking of or working on participating automobiles. At RallySprint level 1 events, these areas should be defined as “cold” areas, and as such, be open to spectators (if applicable) unless otherwise restricted in the Supplemental Regulations for an event.
- Cars shall not be run in gear with the drive wheels off the ground.
- Jack stands must be used whenever any person is under any part of a lifted vehicle.
- All vehicles must be securely held in place via chock, stand, or other positive method whenever the driver is not seated in the driver’s seat.
- Any compressed gas cylinders with pressures above 200 psi must have a cage or similar device to protect the valve/regulator/gauge assembly when rigged for use.
- Any pets must be securely fastened to a leash and securely held by a stationary object or by an adult at all times.
- All minors shall be under adult supervision at all times.
- Grid shall be defined as the area where vehicles are staged and readied for the start. This area shall be a “hot” area by definition and personnel access shall be restricted as such. Grid shall be restricted to only those vehicles which are being readied to start. No vehicle shall carry passengers on the Grid. Vehicles on Grid may not be jacked or lifted without specific permission from the Chief Steward.

**EVENT OFFICIALS:** The staff of principal officials, whose duty it shall be to direct the control of the event may include:

- Chief Steward
- Safety Steward
- Event Chairman
- Worker Chief
- Chief of Timing
- Chief Technical and Safety Inspector (Scrutineer)
- Chief Registrar

They shall be termed “Officials” and may have assistants also termed “Officials,” to whom any of their duties may be delegated. Any worker is considered an official.

Officials must be a current SCCA member. One official can fulfill multiple positions. These Officials must be operating as such at all times but can delegate these duties to other qualified people if they are on track, etc.

**DUTIES OF THE OFFICIALS:**

*The Chief Steward* is the executive responsible for the general conduct of the event in accordance with the RS1 and the Supplementary Regulations.

*The Worker Chief* is responsible for recruiting, training, and assigning qualified persons to corner stations. At least one worker at each station should be an SCCA member, preferably licensed in a specialty. Additionally, the Worker Chief is responsible for overseeing other workers including start line workers, pit and grid workers, and working with the Chief Steward to assign a person to the Control station.
The Chief Technical and Safety Inspector is responsible for: certifying that the cars comply with the current RS1 and any event Supplementary Regulations; issuing Tech Stickers to cars that comply with all safety regulations; conducting inspections of cars at the request of the Safety Steward or Chief Steward; and reporting to the Chief Steward any cars that do not conform with the requirements of the RS1.

The Chief of Timing and Scoring is responsible for accurately timing and scoring the event, compiling and publishing the Official Results, and providing the Official Results to Event Officials.

The Safety Steward responsibilities include:

- To investigate accidents and forward the originals of all reports, including original releases, to the Risk Management Department of SCCA.
- To notify Risk Management Department, the same day via telephone, of any accident which involves serious injury to a participant or any injury to a spectator.
- To mail copies of the material sent to the Risk Management Department to the Divisional Safety Steward.
- During the event, report to the Chief Steward any hazards which require further investigation or action.
- Before allowing the commencement of the event, verify that an emergency plan is in place.
- To perform safety related duties as delegated by the Chief Steward.
- To ensure the presence of appropriate Emergency Services personnel and equipment at all times while the event is underway.
- Take appropriate measures to ensure adequate crowd control. Deputy Safety Stewards and Crowd Marshals may be assigned for this purpose. It is the responsibility of the TT Safety Steward to review and confirm the placement of all barriers and crowd control devices prior to the start of the event, and to take measure to ensure they remain in position during the event.
- Use every reasonable means to limit access to restricted areas to those who have proper credentials. The use of a credential system (armbands or the like) is recommended at any event where multiple points of entry are possible.
- Personally, examine the insurance and sanction paperwork prior to the start of the event.
- Conduct a meeting of course workers, crowd control personnel, and Deputy Safety Stewards prior to the actual start of the event.
- Make a final course inspection just prior to the beginning of competition or prior to the resumption of competition after a delay of an extended period. This check is to assess the placement of all personnel, safety equipment, barriers and protective placements (hay bales and the like), and to confirm the readiness of Emergency Services personnel and equipment.
In the event of non-compliance with safety regulations, the Safety Steward shall take the following steps:

- Advise the Chief Steward of the infraction and request the situation be remedied before the next car runs.
- If step one fails to resolve the situation, inform the Chief Steward that the event is shut down until the problem is corrected.

While the event Safety Steward does have the right to cancel an event for safety reasons, this should be used as a last resort ONLY. Every attempt should be made to resolve the situation and continue the event in a timely manner. Safety Stewards should work diligently in cooperation with Event Chairpersons and Chief Stewards to ensure an event that is safe for all participants, workers, and spectators. Safety is not an area where compromises can be made, and it is up to all officials to work together to continue the long-standing record of safe events that has become the tradition of SCCA.

**EMERGENCY SERVICES - MEDICAL AND FIRE SAFETY:** To establish equipment and personnel needed to affect a workable medical, fire, and safety plan, detailed plans need to be based on the specific conditions at the event facility and local, state or federal protocols and regulations.

- There shall be a BLS (Basic Life Support) Unit on site staffed by at least two certified caregivers, one of whom must be an EMT at minimum. It is recommended the initial medical response, which may be an ambulance, occur within two (2) minutes.
- There shall be at least one (1) course response vehicle or wrecker. The course response vehicle MUST be manned whenever the course is “hot” in order to facilitate a rapid response to any incident. There shall be at least one (1) person assigned to each course response vehicle who is trained to use the equipment on the vehicle. It is recommended two (2) persons be assigned to each response vehicle. The course response vehicle shall be capable of flat towing a disabled race car.
- Comparable equipment may be substituted with the advance approval of the Chief Steward and Safety Steward.

**FLAGGING AND COMMUNICATIONS:** (for closed courses) The Flagging and Communications Chief is responsible for the establishment and operation of the Flagging and Communications organization at each RallySprint level 1 event. The purpose of this organization is to provide safe course control by:

- Informing the Chief Steward and other Officials, through the communication network, of the condition of the course and the participating cars, and of any situation requiring decisions and/or action by the RallySprint level 1 Officials;
- Relaying information and instructions from the Chief Steward to the persons operating the various emergency vehicles and equipment around the course as well as to the drivers and turn personnel;
- Undertaking emergency action needed to protect the lives and property of drivers, workers, or spectators in the event of an accident;
- Maintaining a clear course.
- There should be a sufficient number of corner stations established and manned to keep the entire course under observation at all times and to protect all areas of the course not immediately visible to oncoming drivers or use Performance Rally accountability system.
• Each station should be located in accordance with the following considerations: have a clear view of the area to be covered; maximum visibility to the oncoming drivers; maximum protection for the crew from out of control automobiles.
• Each corner station shall be equipped with at least the following: Device for communicating immediately, privately, and without interference with the Central Control Station, other corner stations, and other stations as appropriate; One dry chemical type fire extinguisher of at least 10 pound size The grid area should be equipped with the same number and type of fire extinguishers as the corner stations for all events.

**Performance Rally Stage Accountability:**
A sufficient number of marshal stations shall be placed at appropriate and safe locations along the course to ensure every portion of the course is observable from at least one station. There is no need for marshal stations during transit (non-competition sections). There must be a accountability system in place to track competition vehicles.

**DRIVERS MEETINGS:** There shall be a drivers’ meeting on the first day of the event. Attendance of all drivers is required. At each meeting a Steward should cover at least the following:
• The meaning of flag signals and flagging procedures,
• The specific location of flag stations around circuit,
• The location of black flag station (if used) and where to report if black flagged,
• Any designated passing zones and all passing procedures, and
• Any Rules of the Road, RS1 requirements, Supplementary Regulations, etc. as necessary.

**ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, NARCOTICS, AND DANGEROUS DRUGS:**
No driver, entrant, or crew may consume alcohol until all practice, racing, or track time for his group is finished for the day. No official may consume alcohol until his duties have been completed for the day. Anyone who has consumed any alcohol on the day of an event, other than following the conclusion of his activities, shall not participate on that day, may be excluded from the balance of the event, and may be penalized. Alcohol may not be consumed in the pits until after all the day’s on track activities are concluded.

The use at an event by any participant of any Federal Schedule 1 controlled substance (including marijuana), or other drugs that affect the ability of the participant to safely participate in the event or may otherwise adversely affect the safety or integrity of the event, is specifically prohibited. Certain prescription and non-prescription medicines may also impair performance so competent medical authority should be consulted prior to using such medicines and participating in the event. Any participant who violates this prohibition
• Shall not seek to participate in the event,
• May be excluded from the event by the Chief Steward or Safety Steward.
• May be removed from the grounds by the order of the Chief Steward or Safety Steward.
POSTPONEMENT, ABANDONMENT, OR CANCELLATION: All or part of an event may be postponed or canceled if provision for doing so is made in the Supplementary Regulations for the event or the Chief Steward and Safety Steward (in full agreement) order that all or part of the event be postponed or cancelled for reasons of safety or forces beyond their control. If an entire event (all classes, all sessions) is postponed for more than 24 hours, it is considered to be cancelled, and entry fees shall be returned. If an event is cancelled during the competition, then the entry fees should be prorated by time and a reasonable portion of the entry fee returned.

ACCEPTED COMPETITION LICENSES - The following competition licenses are accepted for RallySprint level 1 events: SCCA Professional, National, Regional, Vintage and Novice. ARA, NASA, WRC or other Rally sanctioning body. Also accepted are Canadian ASN-FIA licenses and those approved in the current GCR. Other types of competition licenses may be accepted per Supplemental Regulations.

TERMINOLOGY: The following nomenclature, definitions, and abbreviations should be used in the RS1, all Supplemental Regulations and Entry Forms, and for general use.

- SCCA (Sports Car Club of America, Inc.)
  A not-for-profit organization, incorporated within the state of Connecticut, dedicated to the ownership, operation, and preservation of sports cars, and the arrangement and regulation of sports car events and exhibitions, the encouragement of safe and sportsmanlike conduct on public highways, and the development of technical information relevant to any of these purposes. The SCCA is delegated the authority to sanction FIA listed events by ACCUS FIA.

- RALLYSPRINT LEVEL 1 Advisory Council
  The purpose of the RallySprint level 1 Advisory Council shall be to advise the RXB and SCCA staff of rules changes and updates as needed. Should be made up of three members.

- CAR (Automobile)
  A self propelled land vehicle running on four wheels, not in a line, which shall be in contact with the ground. At least two (2) wheels shall affect the steering and at least two (2) the propulsion.

- PARTICIPANT
  Any person signing an SCCA Participant Agreement (waiver of liability) including all organizers, entrants, drivers, crew, officials, members, workers, and all guests of the above, and any SCCA member in attendance is a participant.
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PHILOSOPHY: SCCA RallySprint Level 1 (RS1) are timed competitive events on mostly unpaved surfaces, where the drivers vie for the fastest individual elapsed time in their class. RallySprint Level 1 are not designed to be wheel-to-wheel racing.

Motorsports are inherently dangerous. These rules are intended to assist the orderly conduct of a motorsports activity and are in no way a guarantee against injury or death to participants, spectators or others. You can reduce risk by driving well, by properly using superior safety gear, by paying attention, and by reporting unsatisfactory issues to the event officials.

DRIVER ELIGIBILITY: Drivers must hold one of the following:

A. An SCCA Time Trials Driver License (Novice, Intermediate or Advanced), or
B. An ARA, NASA, Rally America or other Rally License, or approved experience from SCCA RallySprint Level 2
C. A SCCA Competition License (Novice, or Full), or
D. A racing license from a recognized motorsports organization listed in the SCCA GCR

MINOR DRIVERS: All drivers aged 15 to 17 must contact event officials before the event. A completed Annual Parental Consent, Release and Waiver of Liability, Assumption of Risk and Indemnity Agreement and a completed Minor’s Assumption of Risk Acknowledgment is required (note: forms vary by state and witnessing method). Current SCCA membership (weekend memberships are available) is required.

REQUIRED DRIVER SAFETY EQUIPMENT: Driving suits carrying FIA standards (8856-1986 or 8856-2000) or SFI 3-2A/5 or higher (e.g., /10, /15, /20) certification; Suits carrying SFI 3-2A/1 certification may be worn only with fire resistant underwear; Gloves made of leather and/or accepted fire resistant material containing no holes; Socks made of accepted fire resistant material; Face coverings (balaclavas) of accepted fire resistant material for drivers with beards or mustaches; and Shoes, with uppers of leather and/or nonflammable material that at a minimum cover the instep. Window safety nets or arm restraints are required. Arm restraints are required on all open cars. Closed cockpit cars may use either arm restraints or a driver’s side window net. Crash helmets meeting Snell Foundation standards (SA2015, SA2010, SAH2010, SA2005), SFI standards 31.1A, 31.2A, or FIA standards shall be used. The use of a head and neck support system is highly recommended.

There is a considerable gap between a minimum standard and the best protection that current technology can provide. It is recommended that seats, restraint systems, roll bars, and helmets meet the highest safety standards possible.

ELIGIBILITY OF VEHICLES: All vehicles meeting the minimum vehicle safety equipment standards:

A. All current GCR (both National and Regional) classes
B. Solo Street Prepared and Street Mod classes
C. Vintage-legal (SCCA, HSR, SVRA, etc.) cars
D. Logbooked rally cars
E. SCCA RX Constructor class vehicles
F. Other classes (such as Specials, Legends, other race series, etc) as included in the Supplemental Regulation.
MINIMUM VEHICLE SAFETY EQUIPMENT: All vehicles must have the following safety equipment at a minimum: driver restraints, roll bar or cage, fire extinguisher. Vehicles shall meet the safety requirements for the class in which they are logbooked.

ROLL BAR SPECIFICATIONS: A roll bar is defined as a main hoop and diagonal placed behind the driver and supplemented by two braces. The roll bar must be designed to withstand compression forces resulting from the weight of the car coming down on the roll structure, and to take fore-and-aft loads resulting from the car skidding along the ground on the roll structure. The basic purpose of the roll bar is to protect the driver in case the vehicle rolls over.

A. One continuous length of tubing must be used for the hoop member with smooth continuous bends and no evidence of crimping or wall failure.

B. The top of the roll bar must be above the top of the driver’s helmet when the driver is in normal driving position.

C. The two (2) vertical members forming the sides of the hoop must be more than fifteen (15) inches apart (inside dimension), and it is desirable that it extend the full width of the cockpit.

D. An inspection hole of at least 3/16 inch diameter to facilitate verification of wall thickness might be required. It must be drilled in a non-critical area of a roll bar member at least three inches from any weld or bend.

E. All bolts and nuts shall be SAE Grade 5 or better, 5/16” minimum diameter.

F. Braces and portions of the main hoop subject to contact by the driver’s or passenger’s helmet, as seated normally and restrained by seatbelt and harness, must be padded with a non-resilient material such as Ethafoam (R) or Ensolite (R) or other similar material with a minimum thickness of one-half inch. Padding meeting SFI spec 45.1 or FIA 8857-2001 is strongly recommended.

G. The size of tubing to be used for the main hoop, braces and diagonals shall be determined on the basis of the weight of the car. The following minimum sizes are required and are based upon the weight of the car without the driver. Dimensions are nominal. 0.005” variation in wall thickness is allowed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weight Range</th>
<th>Tubing Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>More than 1500 lbs.</td>
<td>1.50 x .120 or 1.75 x .095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 - 1500 lbs.</td>
<td>1.25 x .090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 1000 lbs.</td>
<td>1.00 x .060</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

H. The roll bar hoop and all braces must be of seamless or DOM mild steel tubing (SAE 1010, 1020, 1025) or equivalent, or alloy steel tubing (SAE 4130). For cars logbooked before 1/1/16, existing ERW tubing is acceptable.

I. All welding should be of the highest possible quality with full penetration. Craters should be filled to the cross section of the weld, and undercut be no more than 0.01 inch deep.

J. All roll bars must be braced in a manner to prevent movement in a fore-and-aft direction with the braces attached within the top one-third of the roll hoop. At a minimum, two braces must be used, parallel to the sides of the car, and placed at the outer extremities of the roll bar hoop. Such braces should extend to the rear whenever possible. Diagonal lateral bracing must be installed to prevent lateral distortion of the hoop. In most cases, a lateral brace from the bottom corner of the hoop on the side to the top corner of the hoop on the other side is sufficient. Although installing the diagonal lateral brace in the main hoop is the strongest (and hence most preferable) alternative, there may be instances where such an installation is not practical. In such situations, the
installation of the diagonal brace running from the bottom of the fore/aft brace on one side to the top corner of the hoop on the other side is acceptable.

K. For convertible cars with a production year 1990 or later, a “Double Diagonal” or single diagonal rear brace between the fore/aft braces is acceptable. The braces do not need to extend to the fore/aft mounting plates but should extend more than half way down the fore/aft brace.

L. Removable roll bars and braces must be very carefully designed and constructed to be at least as strong as a permanent installation. If one (1) tube fits inside another tube to facilitate removal, the removable portion must fit tightly and must bottom on the permanent mounting, and at least two (2) bolts must be used to secure each telescope section. The telescope section must be at least eight (8) inches in length. One bolt is required if one end is welded to the main hoop.

M. It is recommended that all cars utilize a roll cage as defined in the current GCR.

N. Roll bars and braces must be attached to the frame of the car wherever possible. Mounting plates may be used for this purpose where desired.

O. In the case of cars with unitized or frameless construction, mounting plates may be used to secure the roll bar structure to the car floor. The important consideration is that the load be distributed over as large an area as possible. A backup plate of equal size and thickness must be used on the opposite side of the panel with the plates through-bolted together.

P. Mounting plates bolted to the structure shall not be less than 0.1875 (3/16) inch thick and the use of a back-up plate of equal size and thickness on the opposite side of the panel with the plates through-bolted together is recommended. A minimum of 3 bolts per plate is required for bolted mounting plates.

Q. Mounting plates welded to the structure shall not be less than .080 inch thick. Whenever possible the mounting plate should extend onto a vertical section of the structure such as a door pillar.

**FIRE SYSTEMS:** All vehicles shall meet one of the following minimum requirements:

A. On-board fire systems per GCR

B. Halon 1301 or 1211, two (2) pound minimum capacity by weight.

C. Dry chemical, two (2) pound minimum with a positive indicator showing charge. Chemical: 10 BC or 1A10BC Underwriters Laboratory rating.

D. The fire extinguisher shall be securely mounted. All mounting brackets shall be metal and of the quick-release type.

**DRIVER RESTRAINTS:** All drivers shall utilize either a five, six- or seven-point restraint harness meeting one of the following: SFI specification 16.1 or 16.5, FIA specification 8853/1985 including amendment 1/92 or FIA specifications 8853/98 and 8854/98. All harnesses shall bear labels bearing either SFI or FIA certification. Shoulder straps shall be separate. Two inch shoulder straps shall only be used with head and neck devices. SFI and FIA harnesses are not subject to a time constraint but shall be in good condition (no cuts, abrasions, abnormal wear, etc.).

**SEATS:** It is highly recommended that the driver’s seat be replaced with a one-piece bucket type race seat. If used, the one-piece bucket type race seat shall be securely mounted, so as to provide fore/aft and lateral support.
VEHICLE PREPARATION AND INSPECTION: The entrant is responsible for insuring that the vehicle being used is properly prepared for operation under elevated acceleration, braking and cornering forces. Cars must have a SCCA Time Trials or Road Race Logbook, a logbook from an accepted racing organization. Annual Inspections are allowed. Car numbers shall be at least 8 inches high and class letters shall be at least 4 inches high. Vehicles and/or logbooks will be inspected at each event.

Automatic transmissions and hand controls are allowed.

GENERAL RULES OF THE ROAD:

A. No driver, entrant, or crew may consume alcohol until all practice, racing, or track time for his group is finished for the day. Anyone who has consumed any alcohol on the day of an event, other than following the conclusion of his activities, shall not participate on that day, may be excluded from the balance of the event, and may be penalized. Alcohol may not be consumed in the pits until after all the day’s on track activities are concluded. Performance impairing substances are prohibited at all times.

B. Unless specifically authorized by the Supplemental regulations, passengers are not allowed in a vehicle.

C. Procedures will be defined by the operating officials and communicated to the participants during the drivers’ meeting and in the supplemental regulations.

D. The SCCA provides event liability and participant accident coverage for those who are properly registered (including waivers and credentials if necessary). Access to some areas require SCCA membership (weekend memberships are available).

E. Everyone in attendance must properly follow applicable rules and regulations of the event.
SCCA RallySprint Level 2 and 3® Rules Overview
(Appendix to the SCCA RallyCross Rules)

RallySprint Level 2 and 3 rules are an appendix to the current RallyCross rule book. Items not specifically addressed in the RallySprint Level 2 and 3 rules would be subject to the RallyCross rules. The RallySprint Program would be governed by the RallyCross Board and administered by the SCCA Rally & Solo Program.

I. Purpose

- RallySprint Level 2 is intended to be a middle ground between RallySprint Level 3 and stage rally, and as such, will require a higher level of safety preparation than RallySprint Level 2. RallySprint Level 2 courses allow for higher speeds and more-challenging driving conditions than those allowed in the current RallyCross Program. RallySprint Level 3 is intended to appeal to current RallyCross drivers who want to move to the next level of the sport and to current stage rally drivers who are seeking alternate venues to compete in their rally cars.

II. Definitions

- A **RallySprint** is a motorsports event in which one vehicle at a time navigates a clearly defined course, with elapsed time plus penalties for course deviations being the determining factor for awards. Although side-by-side competition is not allowed, more than one vehicle may be on course at the same time provided they are separated on course by adequate time and distance to eliminate any possibility of a passing situation. There are three levels of RallySprint: RallySprint Levels 2 and 3 are covered in these rules. Please see RallySprint Level 1 rules for information on that level.

- A **RallySprint Level 3** is similar to a RallyCross event but with longer courses and higher speeds allowed. Like RallyCross, RallySprint Level 3 events are run on primarily flat, expansive dirt or gravel surfaces with minimal fixed objects, exposures and hazards on the course site. Examples include large dirt/gravel parking areas or other appropriate open areas such as fields or off-road parks, which are mostly unpaved. Also, like RallyCross, the entire RallySprint Level 3 course is delineated by upright and pointer cones.

- A **RallySprint Level 2** is similar to a rally-type stage but with a relatively short stage length and lower speeds than typically encountered in stage rally. RallySprint Level 2 events are run on sections of dirt, gravel or snow-covered roads or trails that are closed to the public. The course is primarily delineated by the roadway, with upright and pointer cones placed at key locations for way-finding and hazard-warning purposes. RallySprint Level 2 events are typically run on off-road/rally school sites and short sections of dirt/gravel roads, which are mostly unpaved. Courses should not have significant hazards or exposures close to the roadway, such as rocky or deep ditches, trees, large berms, and drop-offs.
III. Procedure for SCCA® Sanction

- Organizers must submit a sanction application to the SCCA National Office for event approval. [Sanction form to be drafted or use current RallyCross sanction form.]

- The sanction application must include a proposed scale course design map with course, hazards and surrounding areas indicated. The sanction application must also include the event’s safety plan.

- All new sites must be inspected to determine suitability. Previously approved sites do not require re-inspection unless there have been material safety or surface changes to the site.

IV. Site Selection and Course Design

1. Site and Course Design Requirements

- RallySprint Level 2 and 3 may only be run on sites that are closed to the public at the time of the event (private land or public land with proper authorization to hold the event) and which have a defined perimeter to control access and prevent unauthorized entry. RallySprint Level 2 and 3 events are not spectator events.

- SCCA National Office representatives will review sites and courses via the sanctioning process to ensure that each event site and course meets safety requirements. Courses should be designed using the RallyCross course design rules as guidelines with allowances for somewhat faster speeds.

- Since there are many variables among RallySprint Level 2 and 3 sites and courses, it is impractical to mandate arbitrary course design parameters, such as average speeds, maximum speeds, and maximum course length. Per the RallyCross rules, course speeds should be reasonable and prudent for the conditions encountered. Courses should emphasize vehicle handling and not top speed.

- It is inherent in RallySprint Level 2 and 3 that course conditions and individual vehicle preparation may cause one or more of a vehicle’s wheels to momentarily leave the ground, however, jumps and other course design features intended to cause a vehicle to become airborne are prohibited.

- Penalties for displacing cones, missing gates, mechanical delays, DNFs, and other driving infractions will be the same as for RallyCross events.

- A sufficient number of marshal stations shall be placed at appropriate and safe locations along the course to ensure every portion of the course is observable from at least one station.
2. RallySprint Level 3 Courses

- *RallySprint Level 3* courses shall be placed on relatively level, smooth dirt or gravel surfaces and shall avoid incorporating significant elevation changes or abrupt high-speed turns. Course design should normally provide a combination of flowing turns connected by short straight sections.

- Maximum speeds on straights should not normally exceed 65 miles per hour for the fastest vehicles.

- Courses should be designed so that the entire course may be observed by course officials from one location. It is recommended that RallySprint Level 3 courses not exceed 1.5 miles in length.

- Like RallyCross, the course will be designated by upright and pointer cones. It is recommended that cone positions be marked with landscape flags (or similar) to ensure displaced cones are replaced in the proper location.

- The course must be located a reasonably safe distance from fixed objects and hazards, such as trees, poles, barriers, buildings, mounds, holes and ponds. The minimum recommended setback for hazards on the inside of turns and along straights is at least 25 feet. The minimum recommended set-back for hazards on the outside of corners is at least 50 feet.

3. RallySprint Level 2 Courses

- RallySprint Level 2 courses may be run on RallySprint Level 3-type sites (e.g. large dirt/gravel parking lots) or on sections of dirt, gravel or snow-packed roads. Course design may allow somewhat faster speeds than RallySprint Level 3 events, but the emphasis should remain on vehicle handling, not top speed.

- Maximum speeds on straights should not normally exceed 75 miles per hour for the fastest vehicles.

- Course length should not exceed three (3) miles. Marshal stations should be placed along the course so that every portion of the course is visible from at least one marshal station.

- For RallySprint Level 2 courses that are set up on large, open areas, the course will be designated by upright and pointer cones. For RallySprint Level 2 courses that are set up on roads or trails, the roadway itself will designate the course and cones will be used to mark key course features, such as corner entries, hazards, gates and intersections. It is recommended that cone positions be marked with landscape flags (or similar) to ensure displaced cones are replaced in the proper location.
• For RallySprint Level 2 events run on large, open areas, the course must be located a reasonably safe distance from fixed objects and hazards, such as trees, poles, barriers, buildings, mounds, holes and ponds as recommended for RallySprint Level 3 events. For RallySprint Level 2 events run on roadways, the roadway should avoid significant hazards, such as deep ditches, cliffs and walls adjacent to the course. Cones will be used to appropriately guide competitors around lesser hazards.

V. SCCA® Insurance
• Liability and Participant Accident coverage will be provided as indicated in the SCCA® Insurance Manual

VI. Event Officials
• Each event shall have an Event Steward, Chief Steward and Safety Steward. Additional officials may be designated.

VII. Entrant Eligibility and Licensing
• To be eligible, a driver must be an SCCA® member, at least 16 years old, possess a “full privilege” operator’s (driver’s) license from their state of residence, and meet at least one of the following requirements:

  1. For RallySprint Level 3, competed in a minimum of four (4) RallyCross events within the last two (2) years;
  2. For RallySprint Level 2, competed in a minimum of two (2) RallySprint Level 3 events or ten (10) RallyCross events;
  3. Holds or has held a competition license in any road racing, rally or hill climb series issued by a sanctioning body recognized by SCCA;
  4. A driver who does not meet the requirements of sections 1, 2 or 3 above, but who has relevant motorsports competition experience may be approved to compete upon submitting appropriate documentation of such experience to SCCA officials.

VIII. Workers
• Events will operate primarily utilizing competitors and volunteers as course workers, similar to RallyCross events.

• Non-competitors may serve as course workers but must be SCCA members.

• All workers must attend a course worker operations & safety briefing prior to the start of competition at the event.

IX. Event Safety Requirements
• At least one safety vehicle shall be provided at each event to respond to emergencies. The safety vehicle must carry a minimum of 60 pounds total capacity dry chemical fire extinguisher(s) and a first aid kit.

• A cellular phone or other means of reliable communications must be available on-site to contact authorities in the event of an emergency. For RallySprint level 2 events, at least one medical first responder (e.g. EMT, Paramedic, RN, Physician) must be on site and an ambulance must be on site or on call to respond during competition runs.

• The approved safety plan to address emergencies must be posted on the official notice board at the event.

• Each marshal station must have at least one dry chemical fire extinguisher with a minimum total capacity of 20 lbs. and one red flag.

• Two-way radio communication shall be provided between event control and all marshal stations.

• Each marshal station shall have at least two (2) workers. Marshals must be SCCA members and at least 16 years of age.

• Each marshal station shall be positioned a reasonably safe distance from the course. Stations should not normally be placed on the outside of corners.

• Spectating areas for those not working or competing must be at least 75 feet from the course. It is recommended that any such spectating area have at least one marshal in place.

• Approved photographers are allowed along the course during competition runs but must be accompanied by an approved spotter and located in safe locations, preferably marshal stations.

X. Vehicle Safety Equipment Requirements

• Each competition vehicle must complete and pass a vehicle safety (“Tech”) inspection conducted in accordance with the RallyCross rules. The purpose of the safety inspection is to ensure that vehicles meet safety requirements; it is not intended to verify whether a vehicle meets the preparation allowances for a particular class.

• Each competition vehicle must complete and pass a vehicle safety (“Tech”) inspection conducted in accordance with the RallyCross rules. The purpose of the safety inspection is to ensure that vehicles meet safety requirements; it is not intended to verify whether a vehicle meets the preparation allowances for a particular class.

Vehicles shall meet the safety requirements for the class in which they are logbooked.
RallySprint level 2 vehicles must meet the current SCCA Time Trial rules for Hill Climbs for Rollbars, Driver Restraint, Seats and Fire Suppression will be used.

RallySprint Level 3 must have at least a rollbar

- The Chief Steward is authorized to prevent any vehicle from competing that he or she believes to be unsafe.

XI. Driver Safety Equipment Requirements
- The following equipment must be displayed for safety inspection and be used during competition by all drivers and passengers:
  1. A helmet meeting the current RallyCross requirements. If the vehicle does not have a front windshield, the driver shall wear goggles or a face shield;
  2. All occupants must at a minimum wear 100% cotton (no blends) outer wear that effectively covers the body from neck to ankles and wrists. All drivers must wear shoes that cover the entire foot. SCCA-compliant fire-resistant clothing as listed in the current Club Racing GCR is highly recommended. This includes suits, gloves, socks, and shoes.
  3. Head and neck restraint systems (HANS) are highly recommended but not mandatory.
  4. Arm restraints or a window net are required for any vehicle that does not have a side window adjacent to the any occupied seat.
  5. One passenger is allowed in the front passenger seat of a vehicle during competition. Passengers must be at least 16 years of age, current SCCA members and complete the required event waiver. Passengers must wear safety equipment that meets the driver’s safety equipment requirements of this section. The quality and rating of the passenger’s seat and restraints in the vehicle must be at least equal to those of the driver’s seat and restraints.

XII. Vehicle Classifications
- RallySprint Level 2 and 3 is open to any fixed-roof, production-based car, sport utility vehicle or light truck (including convertibles with a factory hardtop attached, targa-types with factory panel in place, non-glass t-tops with factory panels in place. All removal panels must be held in place by at least the factory retention system, it is recommended that additional or stronger attachment points be used) that meets the safety requirements of these rules.
- If the Event Chairman, after consultation with the Event Safety Steward, determines at his/her discretion that a vehicle cannot safely negotiate the course, it may be excluded.
- RallySprint Level 2 and 3 vehicles will be classified into one of four categories:
1. **RallySprint  Two-Wheel Drive Under 2.5 Liters (R2U)** – for front- or rear-wheel drive vehicles with adjusted engine capacity under 2.5 liters.

2. **RallySprint  Two-Wheel Drive Over 2.5 Liters (R2O)** – for front- or rear-wheel drive vehicles with adjusted engine capacity of 2.5 liters or greater.

3. **RallySprint  Four-Wheel Drive Under 2.5 Liters (R4U)** – for all- or four-wheel drive vehicles with adjusted engine capacity under 2.5 liters.

4. **RallySprint  Four-Wheel Drive Over 2.5 Liters (R4O)** – for all- or four-wheel drive vehicles with adjusted engine capacity of 2.5 liters or greater.

Adjusted engine capacity is the actual displacement for normally-aspirated engines or 1.4 times the actual displacement for vehicles with forced induction (turbochargers, superchargers).

- Vehicles that meet the safety requirements of Section X and are currently log-booked to compete in other non-SCCA racing or rally series, such as Rally America, GRC, NASA, SCORE, FIA, and USAC, are eligible to compete at the discretion and approval of SCCA.

### XIII. Event Supplemental Regulations

- Each event shall have supplemental regulations to address event-specific rules and requirements, including the event schedule, run order, timing & scoring, awards, and site/course-specific regulations.